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Welcome to Regent University and to the annual conference of the School of Divinity and the Center for Renewal Studies. The School of Divinity provides theological education that seeks to be faithful to the Scriptures and emphasizes the renewing work of the Holy Spirit in order to form men and women who will bear witness to the gospel of Jesus Christ in the church, the academy, and the world. This year’s conference on The Holy Spirit and Christian Formation, its plenary presentations and parallel session papers, are all intended to take up the many important questions at the intersection of these issues. We are delighted that you have chosen to join us. Please do not hesitate to let us know if we can make your visit a more pleasant and engaging one.

Joseph Umidi, D. Min.
Executive Vice President for Student Life
Interim Dean, Regent University, School of Divinity

As director of the Regent University Center for Renewal Studies, it is my pleasure to welcome you to our third annual conference. Our theme, The Holy Spirit and Christian Formation, embraces perfectly the motto of the center that the work of the Holy Spirit is a transforming work across all boundaries. We share a dedication to the work of God in the pentecostal, charismatic and other renewal movements across the nations and places of the world. Our primary objective is to overcome the isolation of church, academy and society in order to encourage and stimulate a broad discussion on renewal. We endeavor to learn what stimulates renewal, what encourages and motivates its reception, what makes renewal work and what does not, what results from renewal, and how these results can be joined together for something greater than ourselves. Thank you for your contributions to this task. Our hope is not only to find a clearer understanding of renewal but also to stimulate such renewal in our lives.

Wolfgang Vondey, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Renewal Studies

It is with great anticipation that we welcome you! The conference promises to be not only relevant but also multidisciplinary, in hopes of catalyzing rich discussion and personal application. We trust that you will learn more about how the Holy Spirit fashions us into the image of Jesus and the part we will bear witness to the gospel of Jesus Christ in the church, the academy, and the world.

Diane J. Chandler, Ph.D., Regent University, School of Divinity
Corné Bekker, D. Litt. et Phil., Regent University, College of Arts & Sciences
Mark A. Yarhouse, Psy.D., Regent University, School of Psychology & Counseling
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It is with great anticipation that we welcome you! The conference promises to be not only relevant but also multidisciplinary, in hopes of catalyzing rich discussion and personal application. We trust that you will learn more about how the Holy Spirit fashions us into the image of Jesus and the part we play in the process. Conference sessions will also address the role of godly love, grace and scripture in developing Christian virtues of the heart, mind and emotions; the formative influence of interpersonal relationships; and why care of the physical body honors God and prepares us for our vocational calling. In addition, we hope that the meal times and breaks will foster further exchange and relational connections. We trust that you will enjoy your time with us this weekend.
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Corné Bekker, D. Litt. et Phil., Regent University, College of Arts & Sciences
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PARALLEL PAPER SESSION #2

Ethical Formation RH 105
Steve Carlin, New Life Providence Church - Introduction

Michael Palmer, Regent University, School of Divinity
The Role of the Theological Virtues in Shaping Character

Douglas Olena, Evangel University
Plato’s Moral Requirement for Philosophical Knowledge

Christian Formation and the Imago Dei RH 106
Cassandra Page, Regent University, School of Psychology & Counseling - Introduction

Steve L. Porter & Brandon Rickabaugh, Biola University, Talbot School of Theology
The Activity of the Holy Spirit in Sanctification: Fiat, Interpersonal or Life-Sharing?

Richard S. Grassel, Geneva College
Christian Spiritual Formation as the Restoration of the Imago Dei in Humankind

Christian Formation and Suffering RH 107
MaryJo Burchard, Regent University, School of Business & Leadership - Introduction

Mara Crabtree, Regent University, School of Divinity
Formative Spirituality in the Soil of Human Struggle: Dimensions of Resolution, Healing and Restoration

Brenda Joyce Smith, Emory University, Candler School of Theology
Phenomenology of the Holy Spirit: Using Narratives as Holistic Interpreter of Trauma within African American Female Stories

Christian Formation & Scripture RH 113
Johan Mostert, Evangel University & Assemblies of God Theological Seminary - Introduction

Carlo Serrano, Grace Life Church
Systematic and Spirit-Led: 21st Century Hermeneutics and Spiritual Formation

Deborah Gill, Evangel University & Assemblies of God Theological Seminary
Leaning into a Spirit-Filled Life of Ceaseless Prayer through Lectio Divina

Vocational Formation RH 114
Kathleen Patterson, Regent University, School of Business & Leadership - Introduction

Philip T. Howard, Toccoa Falls College
When My Spirit Was Embittered: Reflections on Pain in a Leader’s Vocational Formation

L. O. Natt Gantt II, Regent University, School of Law
Cultivating Student Ethical and Identity Formation through Christian Higher Education: A Case Study in Legal Education

5:00 pm
PARALLEL PAPER SESSION #2

6:15 pm
BREAK & DINNER — Robertson Hall Lobby

7:00 pm
PLENARY SESSION #2 — Robertson Hall Moot Courtroom
Mark Yarhouse, Regent University, School of Psychology & Counseling - Introduction

M. Elizabeth Lewis Hall, Biola University, Rosemead School of Psychology
The Hard Road to Glory: The Role of Suffering in Personal and Relational Formation

Special Conference Events

Book Signing with Bestselling Authors

Stanley Hauerwas
Living Gently in a Violent World
Hannah’s Child: A Theologian’s Memoir

Diane J. Chandler
Christian Spiritual Formation:
An Integrated Approach to Personal and Relational Wholeness

James Bryan Smith
The Good and Beautiful God
The Good and Beautiful Life
The Good and Beautiful Community

Visit these authors during the session breaks on Friday and Saturday.
“Nothing less than a new and highly promising field of interdisciplinary investigation is announced with the launching of the series CHARIS: Christianity and Renewal – Interdisciplinary Studies.”

Veli-Matti Kärkkäinen, Professor of Systematic Theology, Fuller Theological Seminary

"These richly textured analyses promote pneumatological approaches that serve the interest of renewal movements on a global scale as they lay the groundwork for a wider range of interdisciplinary inquiry."

Brad Hinze, Professor, The Karl Rahner Chair in Theology, Fordham University

Also available at palgrave.com
This new series, *Christianity and Renewal – Interdisciplinary Studies*, brings together established and newly emerging scholars to explore issues at the intersection of the pentecostal, charismatic and other renewal movements and related phenomena from a variety of disciplinary perspectives, from various global locations, and from a range of Christian ecumenical and religious traditions. The series editors are interested in monographs and edited volumes on various topics, including:

- the transforming and renewing work of the Holy Spirit in the Christian traditions, cultures and in creation;
- the traditions, beliefs, practices and scholarship of the renewal movements;
- the religious life, including the spirituality, ethics, doctrine, history, liturgical practices, interpretation of sacred texts, and spirituality of the renewal movements;
- social, economic or political implications of renewal movements and perspectives in contemporary Christianity;
- methodological and theoretical concerns in the analyses at the intersection of Christianity and renewal;
- intra-Christian and inter-religious comparative studies of renewal and revitalization movements;
- other topics connecting to the theme of Christianity and renewal.

**Series Editors**

WOLFGANG VONDEY is associate professor of systematic theology and director of the Center for Renewal Studies at Regent University School of Divinity, Virginia Beach, Virginia. wvondey@regent.edu

AMOS YONG is professor of theology & mission and director of the Center for Missiological Research at Fuller Theological Seminary, Pasadena, California. amosyong@fuller.edu

**Proposals**

If you are interested in submitting a proposal for a volume in the series, please contact one of the Series Editors.
FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE IN RENEWAL THEOLOGY

The Holy Spirit, Science, and Theological Education

March 18–19, 2016

Sponsored by the grant “Science for Seminaries” awarded by the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the Association of Theological Schools, this conference is established through the joint effort of Regent University, the School of Divinity, and the Center for Renewal Studies. Offered from a distinctively Christian worldview and renewal perspective, the conference aims to provide a safe environment for dialogue between science, Christian faith, and theological education. How can the Christian faith inform the sciences (broadly defined)? How can science engage the Christian faith? Can science and faith engage in a conversation on the renewal of Christian education? What are the parameters of a possible conversation? The answers to these and other questions and related issues provide a rich context for conference presentation and dialogue.

Call for Papers opens soon on themes related to:

- History of Science and Religion: history of scientific thought and its cultural impact on Western civilization, interaction between Christianity, the church and the sciences.
- Science, Theology, and Philosophy: interrelationships formed between biblically based theology, pneumatology, philosophy and scientific development.
- Methodology in Science and Theology: comparisons, correlations, and analysis of differences and similarities of method with attention to the Holy Spirit.
- Theological Contributions to Science or the Impact of Science on Theology: focused explorations and assessment of mutual impact, challenges and opportunities with focus on role of the Holy Spirit.
- Exegetical Matters in Engaging Science and Faith: biblical interpretations of pertinent issues including, among others, the creation accounts, with focus on the Holy Spirit.
- Pastoral Ministry: how science can inform contemporary issues that bear upon pastoral ministry and how pastoral leaders can be conversant in faith and science.
- Christian Formation: complementarity and contrasts of how science and theology inform the process of Christian formation and spiritual development.
- Renewal Studies and Sciences: Pentecostal and charismatic engagement of the science and theology conversation.
- Any other theme broadly related to the Holy Spirit, science, and Christian education.

Check for details at regent.edu/spirit-and-science
Regent University is an institution of undergraduate- and graduate-level education attracting high-caliber students from around the world. Established in 1978 as a leading global center for Christian thought and action, Regent combines an unwavering commitment to academic excellence, an unquestioned focus on values and ethics, and an unflagging dedication to innovation in all endeavors. Regent graduates are missionaries and pastors, CEOs and teachers, state senators and judges, counselors and professors, artists and media practitioners, and many other successful professionals — all working to impact the culture and, in turn, the world.

An integral component to creating this legacy lies in the excellent education through the Regent University School of Divinity. Founded on unchangeable Christian values, the School of Divinity is equipping students to become effective and innovative leaders in their spheres of influence and unique ministries. Our vision and passion for our students is that they know God, be renewed by His Spirit, and subsequently transform lives through culturally relevant ministry.

We invite you to take a closer look at our programs and community of faculty, students and graduates, and see how God is moving at Regent University.

Visit regent.edu/divinity.